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Announcing our new website!                www.sentranllc.com

New Data Sheets A New Look 150+ Illustrations

Worksheets Comprehensive Support TechNotes 

INSTANT ANSWERS - 888-545-8988 
Getting you the necessary information and assistance quickly is what Sentran’s new website is all about! Take a look around 
the site and you’ll discover it is packed with useful resources and tools designed to help you get instant answers. And, if you 
don’t find exactly what you’re looking for, or if you simply want friendly, helpful assistance, just give us a call or email us and 
we’ll connect you to a knowledgeable applications engineer who can help you find the best solution for your measurement 
needs.



Vessel Lifting

Load pins are gaining popularity in industry today as a 
convenient method of retrofitting “dummy” pins to determine 
weight. Load pin capacities range from a few hundred 
pounds to hundreds of thousands of pounds and are used 
in a variety of environments from laboratory conditions to 
subsea applications. But not all load pins are created equal, 
and saving a few dollars on the cost of a load pin can and 
often does create significant costs after installation. Such was 
the case in a vessel lifting application Sentran participates in. 
Sentran was passed over due to somewhat higher initial cost, 
but after one year of problems with the lower cost choice, the 
customer returned to us and has enjoyed the benefit of our 
charter, “Premium Product/Competitive Price” for years since.

Space Shuttle Systems Support

Bi-axial Sentran Load Pins are integral landing gear 
components employed in a reusable rocket development 
program. Specifically, the load pins are installed in a pivot 
lug for testing the landing legs. According to the user, these 
landing attempts move us toward our goal of producing 
a fully and rapidly reusable rocket system, which will 
dramatically reduce the cost of space transport. Ultimately, 
their systems will deploy astronauts and supplies to the 
international space station, with the ultimate goal of 
commercial use for civilian space travel. 

Save time and money with premium quality products!

Featured SENTRAN Products 

Compact Compression Hazardous EnvironmentCompact Universal



Certifications/Approvals/Compliance 

Eco-friendly refers to environment-friendly 
goods and services that inflict reduced, 
minimal, or no harm upon ecosystems or 
the environment.

The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) is a federal technology 
agency that works with industries to develop 
and apply technology, measurements, and 

The Restriction of Hazardous Substances 
Directive 2002/95/EC, is a directive 
relating to the restriction of the use of 
certain hazardous substances in electrical 
and electronic equipment. The directive 
took effect on July 1, 2006. This directive 
restricts (with exceptions) the use of 
hazardous materials in the manufacture of 
various types of electronic and electrical 
equipment. 

FM approvals is the independent testing 
arm of international insurance carrier, 
FM Global. FM approvals uses scientific 
research and testing to make sure products 
conform to the highest standards for safety 
and property loss prevention. 

NTEP stands for National Type Evaluation 
Program, which is a non-profit corporation. 
Scales and other weighing equipment that 
are NTEP approved have been tested 
and evaluated to ensure they meet all 
government standards and requirements.

The ISO 9000 family addresses the 
various aspects of quality management 
and contains some of ISO’s best known 
standards - which provide guidance and 
tools for companies and organizations 
who want to ensure that their products 
and services consistently meet customer’s 
requirements, and that quality is 
consistently improved.  www.iso.org.

The Global e-Sustainability Initiative 
(GeSI) promotes a deep commitment to 
integrating both social and environmental 
sustainability in collaboration with 
existing information and communication 
technologies. 

The CE marking is a mandatory conformity 
marking for certain products sold within 
the European Economic Area (EEA) since 
1985. It is similar to the FCC Declaration 
of Conformity used in the United States. 
The CE marking is the manufacturer’s 
declaration that the product meets 
the requirements of the applicable EC 
directives. The CE marking is a symbol of 
free marketability in the EEA. (Pending).

Conflict Resource Materials are natural 
resources extracted in a conflict zone and 
sold to perpetuate fighting, particularly in 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
The most commonly mined conflict 
minerals are cassiterite (for tin), wolframite 
(for tungsten), coltan (for tantalum), and 
gold ore. In the United States, the Dodd–
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act, requires manufacturers to 
audit their supply chains and report conflict 
minerals usage.


